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High pressure x-ray diffraction measurements on liquid carbon disulfide up to 1.2 GPa are
performed by using an energy dispersion method. The results are compared with a molecular
dynamics calculation with usual Lennard-Jones potential. They give very good agreement for all
pressures measured. It becomes clear that the liquid structure changes like hard core liquid up to the
pressure just below crystallizing point. The relation between structural change and optical response
at high pressure is discussed. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2185094�

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon disulfide is a simple linear molecule which exists
as a liquid at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. It
is known to crystallize in orthorhombic structure below
164 K under atmospheric pressure1 and above 1.26 GPa at
293 K.2 The carbon disulfide has a large optical polarizabil-
ity and hence shows a large optical response. This property is
utilized as several optical devices such as an optical Kerr
shutter. The large optical response and its simple shape are
also preferable for investigation of dynamical properties of
liquids. For this purpose far infrared absorption,3–5 low fre-
quency Raman scattering,6,7 transient optical Kerr effect,8–13

and impulsive stimulated scattering14 measurements have
been done.

On the other hand, in investigation of liquid properties
high pressure is a powerful tool because it can change the
average molecular separation which affects the dynamical
properties of molecules significantly. The pressure depen-
dence of the dynamical properties of the carbon disulfide has
been investigated in recent ten years. It has been shown in
these researches that the broad low frequency mode appears
in Raman scattering spectrum and far infrared absorption
spectrum shifts to higher frequency as the pressure is
increased.4,6 This low frequency mode is sometimes regarded
to originate in the librational motion of molecules.8,14

The results of the measurements on the dynamical prop-
erties of liquids are sometimes compared with the theoretical
results or computer simulations such as a molecular dynam-
ics simulation. However, the interaction potentials used in
these calculations are in many cases only justified at atmo-
spheric pressure by comparing with diffraction data. This is
mainly because of experimental difficulties in diffraction

measurements on liquids. The diffraction signals from liq-
uids are usually very weak and the difficulty is more empha-
sized in high pressure experiments because it is usually done
in a small pressure cell.

In recent years a highly intense synchrotron radiation
light with continuous spectrum becomes available and it
makes the diffractive investigation of such kind of materials
under high pressure conditions possible. In this paper we will
report on x-ray diffraction measurements on the liquid car-
bon disulfide under high pressures up to the pressure just
below freezing point. The obtained structure functions are
compared with the results from a molecular dynamics simu-
lation and the change in the local structure of the liquid with
pressure and its relation with the dynamics observed in op-
tical measurements will be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

All measurements are done at beam line BL14B1 of
SPring-8, Japan. The x-ray source is a synchrotron radiation
beam from an 8 GeV storage ring. The high pressure appa-
ratus is a cubic-type press which compresses a cubic pressure
transmitting medium by six anvils. Each tungsten carbide
anvil has a square flat of 10�10 mm2. The specimen is
placed in a Teflon capsule of 3 mm diameter and 3 mm long.
Then the capsule is embedded in a cubic pressure transmit-
ting medium which is made of 4:1 �by weight� mixture of
amorphous boron and epoxy resin. The internal pressure cali-
brand of NaCl embedded in a BN capsule is placed at the
lower part of the assembly. Diffraction signals are measured
by an energy-dispersive method at room temperature using a
liquid nitrogen-cooled Ge solid state detector. Diffraction
measurements are performed at fixed scattering angles of 4°,
5°, 6°, 8°, 10°, 13°, 16°, and 20° in order to obtain S�k� on a
wide k scale.

Several corrections are applied to the intensity spectra
obtained at each angle. First, a background spectrum mea-
sured using an empty cell at atmospheric pressure are sub-
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tracted. Then a pulse pileup correction,15,16 an escape
correction,17,18 and a slit correction17 are applied according
to the literature. Corrected spectra are then processed by a
Monte Carlo calculation that was originally developed by
Funakoshi19 to obtain structure functions. In the calculation
an effective incident beam spectrum is determined to mini-
mize the difference in the structure functions obtained at dif-
ferent angles. Subtraction of Compton scattering and inten-
sity normalization using the Norman–Krogh-Moe
method20,21 are also included in the program.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The structure function of liquids per one molecule can
be expressed as a sum of an atomic scattering term Sa�k� and
an interference term Si�k�. The atomic term Sa�k� is indepen-
dent of liquid structure and calculated as

Sa�k� = �
�

f�
2�k� ,

where f��k� is an atomic scattering factor which is tabulated
in “International Tables for Crystallography,”22 and � is an
index for the atoms in a molecule. The interference term
Si�k� is expressed as

Si�k� = �
�,�

f��k�f��k��
0

�

4�r2����g���r� − 1�
sin kr

kr
dr ,

�1�

where ��� is an averaged pair density of atomic species �
and �, g���r� is a pair distribution function �PDF�, which
gives the relative probability that an atom � finds an atom �
at a distance r. The g���r� is normalized to give unity at large
r.

In Fig. 1 we show an obtained structure function of the
liquid carbon disulfide at room temperature and atmospheric
pressure together with the calculated Sa�k�. We can obtain
interference term Si�k� by subtracting Sa�k� from the ob-
tained structure function. However, it is hard to calculate
exact pair distribution functions g���k� only from Si�k� be-

cause the separation of the contribution of each atomic pair
is difficult. Therefore we employ the method described in the
reference23 to deduce the radial distribution function. We cal-
culate the function,

G�r� = 1 +
1

2�2�r
�

0

�

kM�k�Si�k�sin krdk , �2�

where

M�k� = 	�
�

f��k�
−2
, �3�

and � the density of the liquid. The distribution function G�r�
gives unity at large r and includes the contribution of all pair
distribution functions approximately weighed by the atomic
scattering factor f��k�f��k�. In carbon disulfide the atomic
scattering factor of sulfur is much larger than that of carbon
and therefore G�r� is dominated by sulfur-sulfur contribu-
tion.

The conversion results are shown in Fig. 2. The peaks at
r=0.16 nm and r=0.31 nm are the intramolecular sulfur-
carbon and sulfur-sulfur peaks, respectively. The intensities
of these peaks decrease with pressure because G�r� is nor-
malized to give unity at long distance where the intensity
reflects the average density of the liquid which increases
with pressure while the intramolecular pair density per mol-
ecule is constant. The structure between these peaks is a kind
of ghost caused by abrupt termination in the Fourier trans-
formation of Eq. �2�. The intramolecular distance is regarded
as almost independent of pressure24 and the slight shift of
sulfur-carbon peak seen at 0.5 GPa will be the error caused
by the ghost.

We see the first intermolecular peak at r=0.4 nm grows
with pressure. Also the succeeding oscillation of the density
becomes clearer at high pressures. These changes appear in
S�k� as a growth and narrowing of the peak at k�20 nm−1.
The peak for intramolecular sulfur-sulfur at r=0.31 nm dis-
tance merges with the first intermolecular peak at high pres-
sures, indicating that the sulfur-sulfur distance between adja-
cent molecules approaches to intramolecule sulfur-sulfur
distance.

FIG. 1. Structure function of liquid carbon disulfide obtained at room tem-
perature and atmospheric pressure.

FIG. 2. Radial distribution function G�r� obtained using Eq. �2� for various
pressures.
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The pressure dependence of the first intermolecular peak
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of average molecular sepa-
ration relative to the separation at atmospheric pressure �r0�.
The average separation for each pressure is calculated from
the corresponding molecular density reported in the
reference.25,26 The linear solid line shows the proportional
dependence on r /r0. The G�r� peak depends almost propor-
tionally on the average molecular separation below r /r0

=0.95 which corresponds to 0.3 GPa in pressure. It is known
that the van der Waals diameter of sulfur ��0.35 nm� is
larger than that of carbon ��0.30 nm�.23 As a result, when
the liquid is relatively sparse the CS2 molecules will change
the local configuration so as to avoid the sulfur-sulfur contact
and make the sulfur-carbon distance closer. But if the liquid
becomes so dense that the molecules no longer have extra
space to avoid the contact, the intermolecular atomic dis-
tance must be shortened as the pressure is applied. In this
case the nearest sulfur-sulfur distance will change rather lin-
early with average molecular separation. Therefore it is de-
duced from the pressure dependence of G�r� peak that the
significant change in the liquid structure occurs below
0.3 GPa and after that the structural change mainly occurs in
the interatomic distance.

IV. COMPARISON WITH MD SIMULATION

The molecular dynamics �MD� calculations are per-
formed at several pressures. The program used is GROMACS

version 3.2.1.27,28 We use a rigid molecule model which uti-
lizes a dummy atom configuration described in its manual.
For the intermolecular potential a site-to-site Lennard-Jones
�LJ� potential used by Zhu et al.29 is used. Partial charges of
qC=−0.308e and qS=0.154e are added to each atomic site to
reproduce a quadrupole moment.29 The box dimension is
chosen to 4�4�4 nm3 with cyclic boundary condition and
the number of molecules at each pressure is selected to real-
ize the corresponding density which is experimentally deter-
mined in the literature.25,26 For example, those are
636 molecules at atmospheric pressure, and 850 molecules at

1.2 GPa. The interaction cutoff distance is chosen to half the
box size. For every pressure the molecules are distributed
randomly and a succeeding energy minimization is applied to
determine starting configuration. For the energy minimiza-
tion a steepest descent method included in the program is
used. After the starting configuration is determined the main
part of the simulation is performed under constant box size
and constant temperature of 293 K. The time step is chosen
to 0.5 fs. We monitor a total energy and a pressure value
reported by the program to confirm the achievement of the
thermal equilibrium and it takes about 30 000 step �15 ps� to
reach the equilibrium at 1.2 GPa. After the system fully
reaches the thermal equilibrium, the structure is recorded six
times at each 50 ps step. The pair distribution functions
g���r� are calculated from all atomic pairs in these structures
and then the structure function is obtained using Eq. �1�. The
calculation results are shown in Fig. 4 for pressures of 1 atm,
0.4 GPa, and 1.2 GPa together with the experimental results.
To emphasize high-k structure the structure functions are di-
vided by Sa�k�. It is seen in the figure that the MD results
reproduce the experimental structure function extremely well
except for the small deviation around 55 nm−1 seen at high
pressures, indicating the applicability of the LJ potential at
high pressures. The deviation around 55 nm−1 have not been
understood at this time and will be discussed in later section.

V. DISCUSSIONS

A. Liquid structure at high pressures

Figure 5 shows intermolecular pair distribution functions
obtained from the MD calculation at atmospheric pressure
and at 1.2 GPa. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines show
sulfur-sulfur, sulfur-carbon, and carbon-carbon distributions,
respectively. It is seen that the sulfur-sulfur PDF roughly
reproduces most of the futures of experimental G�r�, reflect-
ing the dominance of sulfur scattering intensity. The PDF
does not change significantly under pressure and indicates
that the local structure at high pressure does not differ much
from that at atmospheric pressure.

FIG. 3. First intermolecular peak of G�r� plotted against the average mo-
lecular separation r relative to the atmospheric value r0. The solid line
shows a proportional dependence on r.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the structure functions obtained from x-ray diffrac-
tion experiments �solid lines� with MD simulation �dashed lines� at each
pressure.
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It has been reported that the local structure of liquid
carbon disulfide at atmospheric pressure can be approxi-
mated by a local crystal structure model.30 Therefore we can
compare the high pressure liquid structure with that of the
crystal at high pressure. The high pressure crystal structure
of carbon disulfide has an orthorhombic structure with
the unit cell dimensions of a=6.16 Å, b=5.38 Å, and
c=8.53 Å at p=1.26 GPa.2 The molecules lie in bc plane
and have a tilt about �=41.5° with respect to the b axis.31,32

According to this structure, there are four relative configura-
tions for adjacent two molecules, as shown in Fig. 6. All
atomic pair distances in PDF shorter than 0.6 nm come from
these four configurations. We show the sulfur-sulfur PDF of
high pressure crystal on top of Fig. 5. The peaks are shown
broadened with narrow Gaussians for clarity. The first peak
of gSS�r� for crystal phase around 0.4 nm consists of many
peaks. These peaks include the contribution from all four
configurations in Fig. 6. The overall distribution of the peaks
resembles the liquid phase PDF and justifies the similarity of
the structures of liquid and crystal.

If the liquid structure resembles to the crystal structure
the closest sulfur-carbon peak at 0.35 nm in liquid g���r�
should correspond to T1 configuration and the closest
carbon-carbon peak at 0.38 nm corresponds to P2 configura-
tion. The second sulfur-carbon peak around 0.5 nm consists
of all four configurations and the second carbon-carbon peak
around 0.5 nm mainly comes from T1 and T2 configurations.

As the pressure is increased the first sulfur-carbon peak
around 0.35 nm grows and shifts to shorter distance com-
pared to sulfur-sulfur peak. This shows that the T1 configu-
ration becomes more prominent and more perpendicular at
high pressures. The parallel configuration ration P2 also

increases as indicated by the growth of carbon-carbon peak
around 0.38 nm. The increase of the parallel configuration
has been reported by several authors.3,33 But the distribution
function tells us that the perpendicular configuration also
grows with pressure. Therefore the molecules look to align
each other like crystal as the pressure is increased.

On the other hand, we see in Fig. 5 that the first sulfur-
sulfur peak for liquid PDF narrows with pressure although
which is not prominent in total G�r� because of the superpo-
sition of sulfur-carbon and carbon-carbon contributions �Fig.
2�. The width of the first peak at 1.2 GPa is narrower than
the sulfur-sulfur distribution around 0.4 nm in crystal PDF.
This means that the liquid structure under pressure does not
approach the exact crystal structure and keeps its hard core
liquidlike structure. In hard core liquids the atomic separa-
tion approaches the sum of van der Waals radius of each
atom as the pressure is raised because the space for their
movement is getting restricted, while in the crystal structure
the molecular ordering introduces a certain amount of distri-
bution in the intermolecular atomic separation at the cost of
interatomic potential. This will make the PDF of the liquid
narrower than that of the crystal. In addition, the sulfur-
sulfur distribution function at 1.2 GPa resembles to that of
monoatomic liquids,34 showing that the distribution function
approaches that of hard-core monoatomic liquid as the
sulfur-sulfur distance between adjacent molecules ap-
proaches the intramolecular sulfur-sulfur distance of
0.311 nm, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore we should under-
stand the molecular alignment shown above as the result of
the structure change directed to the close-packed structure.

In MD section we mentioned the slight deviation be-
tween the experimental and calculated structure functions at
around k=55 nm−1. We made measurements three times at
the same pressure and the structure around k=55 nm−1 is
fully reproduced. It is seen in Fig. 4 that the deviation is
greater at higher pressure. For the explanation to the devia-
tion there can be some possibility that at high pressure the
molecules somewhat tend to align like crystal compared to
the ideal hard core liquids although they are not simulated in
the MD calculation. As shown in Fig. 5, the sulfur-sulfur
distribution around r=0.4 nm is somewhat wider in crystal
than in liquid. The interference between the peaks with
broader distribution in k space can erase the oscillation in
S�k� at high-k region. Therefore the deviation may be inter-
preted as the slight structural deviation from the hard core
liquid structure towards the crystal structure which is not
simulated in MD calculation.

FIG. 6. Four configurations for adjacent molecules in crystal structure. In
each configuration all atoms are on the same plane except for T2
configuration.

FIG. 5. Pair distribution functions calculated from MD simulation results
and from the crystal structure at high pressure. The solid dashed, and dotted
lines show sulfur-sulfur, sulfur-carbon, and carbon-carbon distributions, re-
spectively. Only sulfur-sulfur distribution is shown for crystal.
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B. Comparison with optical measurements

In low frequency depolarized Raman scattering experi-
ments on liquid carbon disulfide the peak energy of broad
low frequency mode approaches that of crystal libration en-
ergy as pressure is increased.6 According to this result it is
considered that the low frequency mode in liquid CS2 is
mainly originated in the molecular libration. It is also
reported in time resolved impulsive stimulated scattering
measurements that the librational motion of CS2 molecule
become prominent at high pressures.14 In the Raman result
the width of vibrational density of states calculated from the
Raman spectrum increases with pressure, while its peak fre-
quency approaches to the libration frequency of the crystal.
This behavior is understandable because the structure of liq-
uid CS2 at high pressure maintains its hard core liquidlike
properties as shown above. The direction of this change is
essentially different from crystallization and does not de-
crease the inhomogeneity significantly. Therefore the in-
crease of the vibrational frequency with pressure should be
explained as the hardening of the inter-molecular potential
caused by the decrease of molecular separation, not as the
molecular alignment directed toward crystal structure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We performed x-ray diffraction measurements on liquid
carbon disulfide up to the pressure just below the freezing
point and obtained the following conclusions. First, the
changes in local configuration in liquid structure occurs be-
low 0.3 GPa and then the structure changes rather similarly
up to the freezing pressure. Second, the obtained structure
function is basically explained as a simple liquid with
Lennard-Jones type interaction at all pressures as justified by
the coincidence with the MD simulation results. Third, the
liquid structure has crystallike local structure but it ap-
proaches to monoatomic hard core liquid as the intermolecu-
lar sulfur-sulfur distance approaches to the intramolecular
sulfur-sulfur distance. This trend explains why the width of
the vibrational density of states increases with pressure.
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